Grant Requirements:
"hire some person so that we can, in each city, put up the tent, set up recording devices, and generally assist in the public philosophy events that are to take place in each of three cities. This person would also be responsible for transferring the recordings to buzzsprout, doing the time stamps, and then releasing them as podcast episodes."

Grant Status as of 09/30/2022:

On 09/29/2022 we held a public philosophy event in conjunction with Prof. Martin Nitsche, (Head of Continental Philosophy, Department of Philosophy, Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic) at the Galeria Jilksa14 in Prague. I held three philosophy interviews/conversations with passerby’s, which will be posted on the podcast, and Prof. Nitsche held a longer conversation that was also video-taped and will be posted on both the podcast and on our new youtube channel, which is devoted to extended conversations between two philosophers.

The person who is hired to help with all of this, John McCarten, has organized, set up the recording device, and recruited people for conversations. He also took the photographs and video (his job from which he has been granted leave is as the photographer for NYC City Council.)

We travel to our next city after this, and will give our final report after our final scheduled talkPOPC event at the Otto Guericke University in Magdeburg, Germany, at the end of October.